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ABSTRACT -In this era of digital security, protection and illegal redistribution of digital media has become a major issue. The 

digital watermarking has been utilized to shield digital data from illicit redistribution and changes. In digital water denoting the 

image has been upgraded by installing commotion tolerant flag into transporter flag. Encryption procedures used to encode 

critical information has been inclined to assaults or attacks. Assist examination in encryption yields image encryption 

instrument as contrasting option to content encryption. The investigation of different system of digital watermarking as image 

encryption has been done in this paper to examine techniques which are better and can be used in future for enhancement; 

likewise the commitment of watermarking methods for security purposes has been broke down. The proposed literature 

provides comparative studies of techniques used in watermarking along with attributes considered including PSNR and MSE 

for enhancement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Image encryption provides essential characteristics to classified transmission of information over web.  Image contains vast 

amount of information that requires significant testing for approval. Image encryption is generally accomplished in frequency, 

spatial and hybrid domain. The frequency domain security mechanisms include stegnography. [1]The stegnography is a 

successor of cryptography. Cryptography provides encryption of data which is being transmitted from source to destination.[2] 

The cryptography mechanism does not provide conceal to encrypted data hence chances of attack increases. The prime 

objective of stegnography is to conceal the features hence viability of attack decreases. Capacity of data which can be hidden 

within image using stegnography is vast along with robustness of stegnography provides unprecedented advantage over 

cryptography.  Spatial domain considered pixel intensity values while encryption. Space is conserved hence bandwidth 

required in order to transfer the data from source to destination is reduced considerably. [3]Image stegnography included 

within spatial domain includes MSB stegnography. Most significant bits considered for encryption of text within image. 

Information is concealed and features are not visible that leads to high end security. Hybrid domain on the other hand provides 

mechanism using features of both spatial and frequency domains. Hybrid domain also uses application of watermarking to 

provide security against malicious attacks. Contrast and intensity values are altered to merge multiple images together. Key is 

generated for receiver to decode the text enclosed within the image. High end security is a result for watermarking.[4]The 

watermarking mechanism can be improved to provide low MSE(Mean square error) and high peak to signal ratio(PSNR). The 

capacity of information that can be transmitted through watermarking technique is vast. Chances of attack are maximized as 

the feature is exposed against the malicious users. The parameters that can be evaluated using watermarking techniques is as 

under: 

 

1.1 MSE 

[5]Mean square error(MSE) is evaluated in order to determine worth of technique. This parameter must be minimized. The 

equation used for evaluation of MSE is given as under 
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1.2 PSNR 
[6]Peak signal to noise ratio parameter must be high and technique satisfying this condition is considered for future work. 

Equation used for PSNR is given as under 

 

     
      

     
 

 

 

The classification of information security techniques is given as under 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Classification of various security systems along with applications. 

The paper is further is organized as under: Section II provides the literature review. Section III includes surveys on digital 

watermarking and contains comparison table of various techniques Section IV Research Gap Section V Conclusion. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Related work in the field of Image security is done to determine optimal techniques used to provide high capacity image 

transmission mechanism. The techniques are as discussed below 

 

2.1 DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORMATION(DCT)  
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[7]DCT is an effective mechanism that provides image encryption. DCT is used to convert image from spatial domain to 

frequency domain. DCT is applied at source end from where information is to be transferred. Inverse DCT is applied at 

destination end to decode the transmitted information. The equation used for encryption at source end is given as  

 (   )  
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Where c indicates cariears used to transfer the signals f is a function indicating frequency domain, u and v indicates range of 

values that are required to be transmitted.  

 

At the receiver end inverse DCT is applied as under 
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2.2 STEGNOGRAPHY METHODS 

[3], [8]Stegnography uses images to store the text to be transmitted. The transmitted image is decoded at the receiver end using 

a key. The extra image space is used to store text information to be transmitted. The technique of extra space preservation is 

associated with digital images. In LSB stegnography, the image encryption is performed at the bit levels. The pixel intensity 

values are altered during encryption. In case of distortion, tradeoff exists between payload and distortion. Payload vary as 

distortion appear within the image. This distortion is a part of attack. Filtering mechanism accompanied with stegnography. 

Filtering mechanisms enhances the peak signal to noise ratio and eliminate distortion if any present within the image. LSB 

stegnography is shown as under 

 
                                                         Figure 2: LSB Stegnography 

 

An Image to be hidden b Carrier Image c First level of stegnography d Second level of stegnography e third level of 

stegnography f forth level of stegnography [9], [10]Stegnography in general involves replacement of nosy component within 

image with the random secret message. In stegnography most common noisy components are least significant bits (LSBs). 

These LSBs are imperceptible and hence can be replaced by secret messages.  

 

Most significant bits also contains some noisy components and hence they can also be used to encode secret messages. The 

perpotion of image encryption is limited as compared to LSB stegnography. The MSB stegnography can replace LSB 

stegnography in case data to be transmitted is limited in quantity.   

 

2.3 WATERMARKING 

 

[11], [12]Watermarking is another mechanism used to provide image encryption. Contrast levels are varied within 

watermarking techniques to encode information within the image. There exist a primary image also known a carrier image and 

other image that contains information to be transmitted known as secondary image or logo. The contrast levels of primary 

image is reduced to certain degree and secondary image is merged using pixel encoding mechanism. the image so obtained is 

known as watermarked image. The watermarked image is then transmitted from source towards destination.  
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A      B 

Figure 3: A Before watermarking B After Watermarking 

 

Watermarking mechanism conceal the information features hence there are less chances of attack. Malicious activity is 

forbidden by the use of watermarking mechanism.  

 

2.4 PCA 

[13], [14]Principal Component analysis is simpler as compared to watermarking and stegnography. The principal component 

analysis is used to divide the image into viable and non viable components. The viable components features are extracted and 

analyzed. The viable components are formed through the matrix. The critical information is lost during this transformation. The 

size of image is reduced significantly. PCA approach alone however may not give optimal results. The matrix representation 

associated with the image encryption is as under 
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The critical components when extracted information is lost. The intensity values of pixel is significantly reduced. This affect is 

represented through the following image segments 

 

 
Figure 4: Before applying PCA 
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Figure 5: After Applying PCA 

 

Features are extracted and critical information is lost. The size is reduced considerably and can be used in an area where 

bandwidth is limited. 

 

 

2.5 COMPARISON OF TECHNQIUES USED FOR IMAGE SECURITY 

 
Author  Title Dataset/Image 

Type 
Journal/Conference Technique Parameters Merits Demerits 

M. Sajid et. 

Al 

[15]Image Encryption 

using Different 

Techniques for High 
Security Transmission 

over a Network 

JPEG images are 

used for 

Encryption 

IEEE Hexadecimal 

Encryption 

Key size 

Time 

consumption 

More secure since 

sixteen distinct 

keys are used for 
encryption  

It takes more time 

for encryption and 

transmission 

T. Zhang 
et.Al 

[16] A New 
Combined Chaotic 

System for Image 

Encryption 

JPEG image set is 
used for chaotic 

encryption  

IEEE Chaotic 
Encryption 

Entropy 
Key size 

 

Chaotic Maps 
provide more 

security as 

compare to 
cryptography 

Time consumption 
and entropy can be 

further optimized 

A. Elsayed 

et.Al 

[17] Highly Secure 

Image Steganography 
Algorithm using 

Curvelet Transform 

and DCT Encryption 

JPEG image with 

640x480 as cover 
and 250x250 

image as logo 

image 

IEEE Stegnography 

using DCT 

Image Size 

MSE 

Mean Square 

error is reduced 
and image size is 

also reduced 

More text cannot be 

encrypted within the 
image 

Y. Zhou et. 
Al 

[18] Image Encryption 
Using Binary Key-

images 

BMP file are used 
for encryption 

IEEE Binary image 
key 

Key Size 
Image size 

Complex key 
ensure security of 

data 

Time consumption 
in image encryption 

is high 

A. U. Islam 
et.Al 

[10] An Improved 
Image Steganography 

Technique based on 

MSB using Bit 

Differencing 

JPEG images for 
cover and logo 

images 

INTECH MSB 
stegnography 

with Bit 

differencing 

PSNR 
Payload 

Peak signal to 
noise ratio is 

increased and 

payload is 

reduced 

Complexity and 
time consumption is 

high. MSE is not 

considered which is 

also high in this 

case. 

xiaolin wu 

et. Al 

[19] A novel color 

image encryption 
scheme using 

rectangular transform-

enhanced chaotic tent 
maps 

JPEG image set  IEEE Chaotic tent 

Map 

Image Key 

size 
 

Image key size is 

large and hence 
security is 

improved 

Time complexity is 

enhanced 

A. Belazi 

et. Al 

[20] A novel image 

encryption scheme 
based on substitution-

permutation network 

and chaos 

JPEG images  used 

for encryption 

IEEE Substitution 

Cipher 

Key size 

Security 
Speed 

High Security, 

Speed and key 
size is 

accomplished  

It can be 

implemented using 
network protocols 

only 

M. [21] Spatial Domain JPEG imageset IEEE Spatial domain MSE MSE is reduced Capacity of text 
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Sandilya 

et. Al 

Image Steganography 

based on Security and 

Randomization 

used for 

encryption  

Stegnography PSNR 

Capcaity 

PSNR is 

improved 

information that can 

be encrypted need 

improvement 

Z. Beiji et. 
Al. 

[22] Information 
Security Technique in 

Frequency Domain 

JPEG and PNG 
images can be used 

for encryption 

IEEE DCT MSE 
 

MSE is reduced PSNR can be further 
improved 

M. 
Mofarreh-

bonab et. 

Al. 

[23] Image Encryption 
by PCA 

JPEG image 
encryption 

IEEE PCA Contrast 
improvement 

Contrast 
improvement is 

achieved 

MSE and PSNR 
needs to be 

optimised 

                                 Table 1: Comparison of techniques used for image encryption 

 

3. RESEARCH GAP 

The image security concerns are an issue required to be tackled in the future endeavour. The exiting techniques focus on image 

encryption which is exceeding oriented towards key.  The image encryption in which image is encoded within another image to 

enhance PSNR and MSE in future work. The PSNR and MSE in existing mechanism not optimized. The image decomposition 

mechanism can be enforced in future work to reduce complexity of image.  

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Information transferred through web is always at stakes due to high degree of malicious activities present. In order to overcome 

the problem security mechanism are devised. Cryptography is preferred for performing encryption and making secure 

communication among source and destination. Information conceal is required so that features are not disclosed to prevent 

attack. Unfortunately this information conceal to hide feature is poor in case of cryptography. In order to resolve the problem, 

image encryption is used. Image encryption through watermarking provide scope since MSE and PSNR are optimized by the 

use of this encryption mechanism. 

In future, watermarking with DCT can be explored for encryption to enhance PSNR and reduce MSE. 
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